The present study examined lexical stress in the context of silent reading by measuring eye movements. We asked whether lexical stress registers in the eye movement record and, if so, why. The study also tested the implicit prosody hypothesis, or the idea that readers construct a prosodic contour during silent reading. Participants read high and low frequency target words with one or two stressed syllables embedded in sentences. Lexical stress affected eye movements, such that words with two stressed syllables took longer to read and received more fixations than words with one stressed syllable. Findings offer empirical support for the implicit prosody hypothesis and suggest that stress assignment may be the completing phase of lexical access, at least in terms of eye movement control. q 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Since Huey (1908 Huey ( /1968 , researchers have claimed that readers impose stress and intonation patterns during silent reading and, thus, experience inner speech (Brown, 1958; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989) . The presence of prosody during silent reading is intuitively apparent, as inner speech seems to mirror the intonation patterns of external speech. Paradoxically, inner speech is generated while reading text that does not explicitly encode most prosodic information. The present study investigated whether prosodic processing occurs during silent reading. Finding evidence of prosody would suggest that readers supply prosodic information that is not provided by the orthography. Fodor (1998) 
